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PREFACE 

in 1974 the Research Council. initiated a statewide survey of 
metal truss bridges to identify any with historic significance. 
This pioneering effort was financed with state research funds, as 
it was intended to aid the Virginia Department of Highways and 
Transpor-•ation in meeting its obligations mandated by various re- 
quirements of the environmental review process. Survey reports 
for the Staunton, Cuipeper, Richmond, Fredericksburg, Lynchburg, 
and Salem construction districts have been published. 

As the work in Virginia proceeded, interest in historic 
significance of bridges developed nationwide and warranted fund- 
ing of the research under Highway Planning and Research funds ad- 
ministered by the Federal Highway Administration. A working plan 
was approved to develop criteria for the preservation or adaptive 
use of bridges, and this work included surveys of metal truss 
bridges in the Lynchburg and Bristol districts and a statewide 
survey of concrete and masonry bridges. The surveys of metal 
truss bridges for the remaining two districts, Salem and Suffolk, 
were funded with state research funds. 

An interim report entitled •'Criteria For Preservation and 
Adaptive Use of Historic Highway Structures A Trial Rating 
System for Truss Bridges '' was issued in January 1978. 

This presen• report presents the results of the survey of 
the metal trusses in the Suffolk District. The issuance of this 
report and that for the remaining district has been delayed be- 
cause of •he resignation of the research ana!ys-• originally assigned 
to the project. 
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•NTRODUC_ ION 

It is a notorious fact that there is no country of the world uh•cn is 
more in need of good and permanent Bridges than the United States of 
America Public spirit alone is wanting to make us the greatest nation 
on earth; and there is nothing more essential to the estab!is•nent of" that 
greatness than the building of Bridges, the digging of canals, and the 
making of sound •rn•pike roads. Necessity has already produce• some 
handsome and extensive specimens of bridge building in the United States. 

Thomas Pope, as quoted above in his Treatise on Bridge 
Architecture of 1811, was pointing ahead to the importance of 
transportation development in our nation's history. (I) 

The truss bridge was developed in direct response to the 
evolution and growth of America's transportation network, its 
significance was recognized early. In !916, prominent bridge 
engineer James Waddel! wrote that the last form of bridge construc- 
tion to be evolved but the one destined to promote the •=• 
development of the art of bridge building was the truss• -•=•° 
Developments in technology are mirrored in its changing form. As 
materials changed from wood to combined wood and iron, to cast 
and •mought iron, and finally to steel, the truss bridge form 
reflected responses to needs for greater load and span capacity, 
mingled with manufacturing improvements in first irons, then 
steel. As current needs escalate load and traffic volume re- 
quirements, and highway safety standards are foremost in importance, 
the metal truss bridge is rapidly disappearing. 

This report is a continuation of the Virginia Highway and 
Transportation Research Council's documentation of Virginia's 

(3) 
a part of a research pro•ect remaining metal truss bridges, 

delving into the technology of Virginia's historic transportation 
network. In particular the results of the truss survey for the 
•,•-" •) are presented •• keening •±•o•k Construction District (Figure 

= 

with the previous reports of this series, the results are considered 
in light of historical trends. 
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The study was confined to •re-!932 bridges because after 
this time Virginia's bridge design for its secondary road system 
was no longer on a county-by-county basis and centralization 
meant a loss of regional diversity and an increased tendency to 
standardization. 

THE SUFFOLK CONSTRUCTION DISTRICT 

Virginia's tidewater Suffolk District is the most sparsely 
represented construction district in the statewide metal truss 
bridge inventory. It was the last district to be surveyed in 
this Virginia Highway and Transportation Research Council project 
to inventory Virginia's metal truss bridges. The district has been 
oddly divided into two distinctly characterized areas by the rapid 
urbanization of the easternmost counties{ the Eastern Shore and the 
five counties west of Suffolk are largely rural, while the conglom- 
erate metropolitan area around Norfolk continues to expand quickly. 
The district is traversed by numerous rivers and several major 
highways, many recently constructed. Among the latter are 1-95, 
1-64, Rtes. 460, 58, 13, 17, 32, and 168. 

There are only ten pre-!932 metal truss bridges remaining in 
the Suffolk District, one of which is being dismantled. Of the 
nine in service, none date to the nineteenth century. Indeed, 
all of the dated extant truss spans were constructed during the 
active period immediately prior to the 1932 consolidation of Vir- 
ginia road and bridge construction. At the time of the survey 
there were two truss bridges dating from the first decade of the 
twentieth century, one pony truss, and one through truss bridge 
with pinned connections, but they have since been removed. 

Although in number the Suffolk District's metal trusses are 
insignificant, a total of 23 spans, the remaining truss bridges 
warrant examination as examples of the versatility of the metal 
truss as a bridge form. Because of the number of navigah!e rivers 
which must be bridged to accommodate both marine and highway traf- 
fic in the area, the metal truss bridges found there are 
the standard pony trusses and through trusses, but primarily a 
variety of movable bridges spanning navigable rivers. 

MOVABLE BRIDGES 

The engineering solution to crossing a navigable river is to 
build either a high bridge with adequate clearance to permit vessels 
ro pass beneath it or a low bridge that can be moved to allow marine 



vessels to pass through. These bridges, then, fall broadly into 
the categories of fixed and movable bridges. Hovabie bridges are 
those which turn, move to the side, lift up and down, or in any 
other way change nosition to al•.o• traffic to pass in the waters 
they span.. 

Descriptive terminology for the various types of movable 
bridges is not consistent in historical texts and.periodicals, par- 
ticuiarly those published during the nineteenth century. As wm•h 
the truss bridge type in general, there were numerous parents for 
a variety of movable bridges.and their moving mechanisms by the 
1870's. The need for an interchange among movable bridge designers 
which would result in increased construction standards was addressed 
in the early twentieth century. In a 1907 paper intended to open 
dmscussion" and establish snecificat•ons_ for movable br•dges,• nast• 
o•=sident C C Schneider oe the American Society of Civ{l Engineers 
classified movable spans in the following categories:(4) 

!. Swing bridges, which turn about a vertical axis. 

2. Bascule bridges, which turn about a horizontal axis 
or roll back on a circular segment. 

3. Lift bridges, whic'h lift vertically. 

4. Traversing or retractile bridges, which move 
horizontally• 

5. Transporter or ferry bridges, which consist of 
a fixed span with a suspended traveler. 

6. Pontoon or floating swing bridges. 

The latter three types were seldom used, so for the purposes 
of this report, movable bridges can be classified as being o• the 
bascul•,• l{ft,_ or swing tvoe•= Each of these types ms found in 
Suffolk District. 

Once the decision to use a movable span was made, the selection 
of type depended on site conditions. The criteria were the type and 
amount of bridge and channel traffic, character of subsoil and depth, 
type of foundation, and value of property on the shores. 

The three types of •-•= 
.•.•,_• 

bridges ar= shown in Figure 
movable bridges have several advantages over high fixed bridges: 
initial costs are lower •nc less of the surrounding •-• is 
Their disadvantages are considerable, however. When the span is 
open, •here is either an inconvenience to highway traffic or marine 
traffic. They require additional expense for machinery, power, and 
operators, and they are hazardous in case of emergency needs. Each 
type has its own advantages and disadvantages. Shown in Figure 2 are 
(a) a center-bearing swing bri.dge: (b) a rim-bearing swing bridge, 
(c) a vertical-lift bridge, and (d) a bascule bridge. 



(a) Center-bearing swing bridge 

(b) Rim-bearing swing bridge 

(c) Vertical-lift bridge 

(d) Bascule bridge 

Figure 2. Swing, lift, and bascu!e movable bridge types. 



Bascule Movable Brid@e• 

The earliest type of movable bridge used was the bascule 
bridge, a shallow deck which could be raised to a vertical or 
inclined position, it was constructed of timber, was hand 
operated, and was limited to small openings; typically, it was 

the castle moat bridge. Its form was later translated into 
metal with the development of suitable materials. A bascule 
bridge was desirable when one large clear channel was necessary 
or when growing traffic demands required an additional bridge 
parallel to the existing one. The disadvantages of the bascule 
type were difficulty of maintenance and the power necessary for 
operation when -the span was opened and exposed to wind pressure° 

Two types of bascu!e bridge were described by J. A. L. Waddeil 
in his 1898 book De Pontibus; namely, the counterweighted bascu!e 
and the rolling bascuie.(•) A counterwe•gnted bascu!e b•{dge con- 

temporary with his description is illustrated in Figure $. Waddel! 
revised the list of bascule types in his 1916 book Bridge Egzi7 

ro• • •if and roller-bearing bascu]e neering to trunnion, 
__•-_. t, bridges.(6) The differences among them are in the detailing of the 

moving mechanism. The trunnion bascule bridge moves about a fixed 
center of rotation located at the center of gravity of the rotating 
parr. The roller-bearing bascuie bridge also moves about a fixed 
center of rotation -that coincides with the center of gravity, but 
the trunnion is eliminated an4 the load is carried by a segmental 
circular bearing on rollers in a circular track. The rolling-lift 
bascu!e bridge continually changes its center of rotation and 
shifts its load application point as its center of gravity moves 
in a horizontal line. 

To overcome features which were unsatisfactory, various sub- 
types were developed. In the trunnion category were the Strauss, 
Brown, Page, Chicago City, and Wadde!l and Harrington types. In 
the roller-bearing category were the Montgomery, Wadde!l, and Cowing 
types; and in the rolling-lift category were the Scherzer and Ra!l 
types. 

The Suffolk District's bascu!e bridge representative is a 
Scherzer rolling-lift bridge. It is located in Portsmouth over the 
west branch of the Elizabeth River, and is locally designated the 
Hodge's Ferry Bridge. The entire bridge is 525 ft long and con- 
sists of !5 steel girders and a single-leaf bascuie span, as ilius- 
trated in Figure 4. A l{•e drawing of the 56-it bascu!e span shows 
a combination s:ee! girder and steel truss construction. The steel 
girder supporting the deck is a built-up section; the lifting rruss• 
counterweight truss, and lateral bracing trusses are all riveted. 



Figure 3. An example of an early counterweighted 
bascule bridge. 

Figure 4. The Hodge's Ferry bascule bridge in Portsmouth, 
Virginia, is the only known Scherzer rolling-lift 
•highway bridge in Virginia. 



A Scherzer rolling-lift bascu!e bridge is characterized by 
its large concrete counterweight and segmental circular moving 
girder. The bridge's movement occurs as it rotates on a short 
circular segment along a horizontal track girder. The rectangular 
counterweight is attached to this short shoreward section of the 
moving leaf. In the main pier, below the counterweight, is a pit 
that receives the counterweight when the bridge is open. For a simple, single-leaf, Scherzer rolling-lift bridge three piers are 

necessary: the main pit pier, the rest pier for the free end cf 
the leaf, and a shoreward pier for the approach span. The Hodge•s 
Ferry Bridge illustrated in a line drawing in Figure 5 is illus- 
trated in elevation in Figure 6, where the Portsmouth bascule span 
is flanked by 15 steel girder approach spans. 

Wadde!!'s analysis of which type of bascule bridge was pref- 
erable reflected his sense of aesthetics. All were "inherently 
ugly" and "for all but comparatively short spans are uneconomic in 
comparison to the vertical lift."(7) From an engineering perspec- tive, he claimed, "they are scientific, and they represent, probably, 
the best and most profound thought that has ever been devoted to 
bridge engineering."(8) In 1916, he pronounced the Scherzer rolling- 
lift bascu!e the most popular of • a• types. At that time, the long- 
est single-leaf Scherzer bascuie spanned 200 ft on the Baltimore 
and Ohio Railroad in Cleveland, Ohio. 

The Hodge's Ferry bascule bridge is the only known remaining 
Scherzer rolling-lift bridge in Virginia. 

Figure 5o The Scherzer rolling-lift span of the Hodge's 
Ferry •rid,•e• ii!ustrate• in a s•mple_ line 
@raw•N• 





Liftin.$ Ho.'•[_ab!e .B.ridg.es 
The second movable bridge category listed is the lift bridge. 

Like the bascu!e bridge, -•he vertical-lift bridge leaves one large, 
clear channel open for vessels to pass through. It is counter- 
weighted, but it has the advantages of acting as a simple span on 
supports when it is closed and not being limited in span length. 

The vertical-lift bridge made its appearance in the mid-1800's 
according to both J. A. L. Waddel! and H. G. Tyrreli. Tyrrell 
claimed that the completion of the Erie Canal in 1825 led to experi- 
mentation with elevated fixed bridges and center-pier swing bridges. 
By 1872, Squire Whipple was investigating alternative solutions and 
he patented a vertical-lift bridge. Another patent was awarded to 
A. J. Post of Jersey City, New Jersey. These lift bridges were 
composed of fixed overhead trusses or girders with a suspended, 
counterweighted, movable platform. The supports for the movable 
section could be towers or columns with trusses between them acting 
as bracing. 

In 1916, Waddell described three types of vertical-lift 
bridges: one in which the entire span was raised, one in which 
a deck was raised to an overhead fixed span, and one in which a 
deck was raised to an overhead movable span that could also be 
raised. (9) The counterweights on these vertical-lift bridges 
were first cast iron blocks and later concrete. In some cases, 
water tanks were used as ballast to balance any unbalanced load • 
due to ice or water on the deck and to allow for raising or lowering 
the span if the machinery malfunctioned. 

The small lift bridges used on canals could be raised only high 
enough to allow canal boats to pass through. Waddell claimed the 
South Halsted Street Bgidge that he designed in 1893 to be the first 
large-scale lift bridge ever bui!t; (I0) it was a 130 ft Pratt 
through rruss with a maximum clearance of 155 ft. The operating 
machinery for these large life bridges could be housed either on 
the movable span itself or on top of the stationary towers at both 
ends of the bridge. The Suffolk District lift spans illustrate 
the variation in control housing. 

There are two vertical-lift bridges in the Suffolk District. 
One is in service and is located on Rte. 337 over the Elizabeth 
Ri.ver• the other is on Rte. 17 over the James River and currently 
stands next to its modern replacement. The Elizabeth River lift 
bridge, locally known as the Jordan Bridge, is illustrated in 
Figure 7. The bridge's main spans are five camelback Pratt through 
trusses; the lift span is 284 ft long and the other trusses are 
each 197 ft long. All truss joints are riveted. The lift span 
houses the control room. The maximum clearance for the raised 
truss is 145 ft. 

i0 
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The old lift bridge over the James River on Rte. 17 is locked 
into its raised position (see Figure 8). It is a 300-ft triangu- 
lar-with-verticals truss with an inclined upper chord, as are the 
eight 210 ft secondary trusses on either end of the lift span. All 
joints are riveted. 

Figure 8. The old James River Bridge lift span is presently 
standing next to the modern Rte. 17 bridge. 

Swin•in..g Movable Bridges 

The third movable bridge category listed is the swing bridge. 
There is far more descriptive literature available on historical 
swing bridges than on lift and bascule bridges. Swinz bridges 
were the most common movable spans in use prior to 1916, according 
to Waddell. The earliest swing bridges were constructed of wood 
and were put into motion by -the approaching vehicle, as illustrated 
in Figure 9. As the rotating wooden bridge gave way to the metal 
swing span, its form varied. The main span could be made of }late 
girders; open-webbed, riveted girders; riveted trusses; or pin- 
connected trusses. Deck, pony, and through trusses were all. 



Figure 9. A wooden swing bridge patented by John Selser 
in 1861. 

considered appropriate forms by Waddel!. As cited in De 
Pontibus•li)C 

his specifications in 1989 were" 

Spans up to 140 ft 

Spans 140 225 ft 

Spans 225 300 ft 

Spans gr= ,_a,_er than 350 ft 

Plate girders 
Pin-connected Pratt trusses 
with parallel top chords end 
stiff diagonals in panels where 
•,_re•s reversal occurs 

Pin-connected Pratt trusses 
with broken top chords 

Pin-connected trusses with sub- 
divided panels 

i3 



In general, the !898 design requirements complied with 
those for fixed spans. But by the early twentieth century, 
the need for simplicity and rigidity in the design of truss 
swing spans was emphasized. All members subject to stress 
reversals needed to be stiff and have riveted connections. 
This was particularly noticed in the end posts and lower chord 
connections, because the continued stress reversal due to lift- 
ing and lowering the ends of the bridge when initiating and 
terminating rotation caused serious wear on the pins and pin- 
holes. Riveted connections alleviated the problem as no play 
in the joints was possible. 

A swing-span bridge rotates on its central pier and rests 
in a position perpendicular with the roadway, thus opening two 
channels for passing marine traffic. Disadvantages of the swing- 
bridge type, in general, included the time required for opening 
and closing the bridge, the obstruction the pivot pier created 
in the waterway, and the uselessness of dock-front property 
adjacent to the opening span° 

In addition to classifying swing spans by structural type, 
they can be differentiated by the mode in which they rotate and 
are attached to the central pier. The span's weigh-t is either 
supported at the center pivot (center bearing) or on small roller 
bearings or wheels that run on a steel track (rim bearing) a 

small distance from the center. Both these types were in common 

use, each with its own advantages. Since the pivot bearing wears 
with use and is expensive and difficult to replace, parts which 
should serve only to steady the span, not carry loads, were freo- 
quent!y overloaded. Often a bridge designed to be center bearing 
would function in a rim-bearing capacity. For this reason, it 
was recommended that center-bearing swing spans be used only for 
short, light spans. Long, heavy spans were desiened as either 
rim-bearing swing bridges or combination cen•er bearin• and 
rim bearing. Solely rim-bearing swing spans had strong dis- 
advantages and were not hastily recommended. The rollers and 
tracks necessary in rim-bearing spans required great care in 
construction and delicate adjus•tments in their erection. Repair 
work was expensive, and unequal settlement of the bridge dis- 
rupted the entire turning apparatus. 

Span length and site conditions thus controlled the choic,e 
of swing bridge form and •-•echas•icai design. •nong the widely 
varying_ •ypes o •_ swing.•-span bridges avai •-•,•,le, one of "he mos 
curious was the bobtailed swing sp.an. This was a through trus'• 
that was not symmetrical about the center!ine. One of the arms 

was shortened and counterweighted to balance the structure abcuZ 
the principal planes containing the axis of rotation, it was not 



a common type of construction; unbalanced wind loads raised 
machinery costs and the counterweight added to the bridge's 
initial cost. The bobtailed swing bridge was used only when 
the pivot pier had to be on or near one of the banks and a 
shore arm of the usual length would interfere with the use of 
valuable property or buildings. 

There are three pre-!932 sw±ng-span truss bridges in the 
Suffolk District and these are good illustrations of the variety 
in swing bridges. All are center-bearing swing bridges but they 
vary in form. One is a pony truss, one is a triangular-with- 
verticals through truss, and one is a bobtailed swing span. Only 
two of these bridges continue to function as swing bridges. The 
Reid's Ferry Bridge, located on Rtes. i0 and 32 over the west 
branch of the Nansemond River in Suffolk, was a triangular-with- 
verticals pony truss swing bridge until it recently was strengthened 
with steel beams. The steel beams undergird the riveted truss in 
its present permanently closed position. Plan and elevation draw- 
ings for this bridge are illustrated in Figure i0. This is the 
only pony swing-span truss observed in Virginia's survey. 

•n equally unique bridge is the Pungo Ferry Bridge in Vir- 
ginia Beach. This swing span is a bobtailed swing bridge 194 ft 
long. It is a triangular-with-verticals truss with two extra 
panels added to one arm, making it asymmetrical and requiring a 

concrete counterweight to balance it (see Figure !i). The 
center-bearing pier is very near the shore and one navigable clear 
channel of 80 ft is thus opened, as illustrated in Figure 12. 
Controls for operating this swing bridge are housed on the span 
itself. The Pungo Ferry Bridge was previously the Churchland 
Bridge in Portsmouth and was relocated here in 1952. It is ex- 
tremely well maintained and is opened approximately forty times 
per day, according to the present operator. 

The third Suffolk District swing-span truss bridge is located 
on Rte. 125 in Suffolk over the Nansemond River. It was built by 
the Atlantic Bridge Company in i928 •n• is a standard triangular- 
with-verticals through truss. The upper chord is inclined and the 
joints are all riveted. Controls for revolving the bridge are 
located on the truss near the upper chords. The span length is 
200 ft. 

15 





Figure ii. The Pungo Ferry Bridge in Virginia Beach 
is a bobtailed swing span. 

17 
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Traditional Trusses in the Suffolk District 

The remaining four pre-1932 truss bridges in the Suffolk 
District are located in Sussex, Southampton, and Greensvi!le 
counties. They are heavily structured, riveted triangular 
trusses; three are pony truss bridges and one is a through 
truss bridge. The two-span through bridge in Southampton 
County and one pony truss in Sussex County are modified tri- 
angular truss bridges. 

Additional information and photographs on the Suffolk 
District truss bridges can be found in the following tables 
and in the survey information sheets in the Appendix. 

19 



Table !. Truss types in the Suffolk District. 

TRUSS 

AbCOXACK 

GREE!•SVILLE 

ISLE OF WIGHT 

JAMES CITY 

:•'EW• ORT NEWS 

:•0RTHAMPTON 

PO RTSMOU i'H 

SOUTHAMPTON 

SUFFOLK 

5URRY 

SUS SEX 

YCRK 

PRATT 

LOW (PONY) 

PRATT TRIANGULAR 

full-slo•)e 

i-!927 

j!-1931 
(including 

TRIANGULAR 
CAMELBACK 

Pratt 

DECK 

FINK 

half-hip 

chords 
Movable-swing 

1-1'928 (modified) 
1-1928 

Vertical endpost 

[lovable lift 
•-!928 

•:}nly of bridge re•£aining, fanctiona!. 

2O 



PE NNS•'LVANIA PRATT 

THROUGH (HIGH) 

single-intersection 

TRIANGULAR TRIANGULAR 

ND date 

singJe-intersection 

2-1928 (modified) 

inclined upper chord 

*].-1927 Lift 
e8-1927 

1-1928 (modified) 
Movable-swing 

l-ND(modified) 
Movable-swing 

OTHER 

1-1928 
Bascu!e lift 



Table 2. Truss dates and connection types in the Suffolk District. 

TRUSS DATES 

KNOWN 

i•70-1910;0 
i31i-2932:13 

DECK 

FINK PRATT 

rJNKNOWN 

PRATT 

full-slope 

TRIANGULAR 

1-1927 
1-1928 
1-1928 
1-1931 (incl. 

chords) 
-swing 

TRIANGULAR 

vertical endl•ost 

CAMELBACK 

1-1928 Lift 
4-1928 

CONNECTION 
DETAILS A•;D 
SPAN LENGTHS 

PIN WITH 
LOOF-WELDED 
EYEZARS 

FIN WITH 
DIE-FORGED 
EYESARS 

PIN WITH 
COMBINATION 
EYE•ARS 

RIGID 
CONNECTED 

1-1927 
1-1928 
1-1928 (Mod.) 
i-1931 (Mod.- 

Swing) 

i-I•28' 
Lift 

4-1928 
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PENNSYLVANIA 

Petit 

THROUGH (HIGH) NO date 

PRATT 

sing•e- intersection 

TRIANGULAR 

s;ng•e-intersection 

2-1928 (Modified) 

TRIANGULAR 

inclined upper chord 

1-1927 Lift 
8-1927 

1-1828 (Mod.swing) 

OTHER 

1-i928 Bascule lift 

l-(Mod, swing) 

2-1928 (Mod.) 1-1927 Lift 
8-1927 
1-1928 (Mod. swing) 
I-ND (Mod. swing) 

1-1928 
Bascule lift 
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Table 3. Bridge companies and truss types in the Suffolk 
District. 

TRUSS 

COMPANY X 
ATLANTIC 
BRIDGE CO. 

ROP•OKE, VA. 

ROanOKE 
lEON BRIDGE 
WORKS 
ROANOKE, VA. 

VIRGINIA 
BRIDGE IRON 
CO. 
ROANOKE, VA. 

VIRGINIA 
STATE HIGHWAY 
COMMISSION 

RICHMOND,VA. 

UNKNOWN 

TOTAL 

DECK LOW (PONY) 

FINK PRATT 

half-hip 

PRATT 

full-slope 

TRIANGULAR 

1-1931 (Incl. 
chords) 

Movable-swing 

!-1927 
1-19•8 (Modified 
1-1925 

TRIANGULAR 

vertical endpast 

CA.•AEL AC K 

Pratt 

1-1928 Lift 

4-1928 



PENNSYLVANIA 

Petit 

TOTAL 

PRATT 

single- intersection 

THROUGH (HIGH) 
TRIANGULAR 

singJe-inteesect/on 

2-1928 (Modified) 

TRIANGULAR 

inclined upper chord 

1-1928 (Modified) 
SwinK 

1-1927 
8-1927 

I-ND (Modified) 
Swing 

ND date 

OTHER 

II 

1-1928 Bascule lift 
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R-35S 

TRUSS BRIDGE SURVEY AND INVENTORY FORM 

GeosFaphic Information 

State: vir$inia 
Va. Dept. of Highways District: 
County 
C ity/• Chesapeake 
S•reet/Road•: Rt. 337 

Su7• •lk No. 5 

No. 131 

River/Stream/Railroad (crossing):S.Br.Elizabeth River 
U•!/KGS Coordinates: 

Historical Information 

Photo Numbers 

A-1 

Color 3:20-24 
4 "1-i5 

Formal designation: #1801 
Local designation: Jorda• 'Brid• 
Designer: C.M. & W. p. •Q•d•n, As•o¢iat• 
Builder Atlantic Bri•e Co. 
Date: 1928 basis for: Bridge Plate 
Original owner Norfolk-Portsmouth Bridge c..,orp. use 
Present owner use: 

Vehicular 

Historical or Teehnolo$ical Significance 

Unique/Unusual in i=s time: 

Rare survivor though of standard design: 

Typical example of its time and a common survivor: 

Other Remarks/Explanation: 

Nature/Degree of any destructive threats: 

Reference materials and contemporary photos/illustrations with their respective !oca•ions: 

Recorder: Paula A. C. S•ero 
Date: August 25; 197S, 
Affilia=ion: Research Council 



A-2 

Design Information 

Compass orientation of axis: 

No. of spans: length; overall: 2036' 
#fain Span types 

(i) Steel truss length: 197' 
(2) Steel truss length: --•9•' 
(3) Steer t•Uss' t'•i•t length: 284' 
(4) •te• 't•ss length: '197' 
(5) Steel t•ss length: 197' 
(6) length: 
+ •teel be•s of va•i• lengths 

No. of lanes: 2 width: 30.'• 
• to c. 

Architectural or decorative features: 

Structural Information 

Subs true ture 
Material: Goncrete and; timber 
Founda•-ions 'T•mber pi!..e.s 

..... 
Pier s Concrete 
Abutment s Concrete 
Wings 
Seats: 

Superstructure: 
Material Steel 

sources 
Characteristics, details and members: 

Connections pin. 
X rigid. 

Top Chords 2 c•annels with cover plate and lattiain• 
End Posts: 2 channels with cover vlate •nd latticing 
Bottom chords: 4 an•les back to back with continuous stay pia•e 
Posts: 4 an•,les •a'ck to back •t•th Zac,i• bars 
Diagonals: 4 angles back to back •th lacing 'bars an2 2 channels with la•h•a ,b•r•. 
Counters 

Truss Configuration 

Main span type: •ravt camelback lift Through 

Secondary span type: Pratt came¢•ack Through 



R-358 

TRUSS BRIDGE SURVEY AND !N•ENTORY FORM 

Geographic ,Information 

State: Virginia 
Va. Dept. of Highways Dis=rio=: No. 
County: No. 
City/ Town: Portsmouth •. 
Street/Road West N¢rfo• Road 
River / S •ream/•4•4•x{ME••.xWes t oranc•, EttzaOe 

tn[ 
U•/KGS Coordinates: •iver 

Historical Information 

A-3 

Photo Numbers: 

Color 5:1-3 

Formal designation: 
Local •es£gna•ion: _•od•es Ferry Brid•e 
Designer: Keller and Harrin•ton. •" Consul•ng •ngineers, Chicaqo• Illinois. 
Builder: Virg•ni• Stqt• •ighvay Commi•o.• 
Da•e: .1928 basis for: Plans 
Original owner: use: 
?resen• owner: use: 

Historical or Technolo$ical Si•nlficance 

Unique/Unusual in its time: 

Rare survivor =hough of standard design: Onlu •anerz•r Rol ling. r.• •,•- Bridqe 
in Virainia. 

Typical example of its time and a common survivor: 

Other Remarks/Explanation: 

Nature/Degree of a•y destructive threats: Corrosive action throughout bottom chord. 
Missing sections •sted out. 

Reference materials and contemporary pho=os/iliustrations with their respective locations: 

Recorder: Paula A. C. Sper¢ 
Date: "AugusV 
if lille=ion: Research Council 



Design Information 

Compass orientation of axis: 

No. of spans: 
Span types: 
(i) !-6. Steel beam length: 
(2) 7, B•scule length: 
(3) @-.•6, Steel b•c• lens=h: 
(4) lens=h: 
(5) lens=h: 
(6) length:. 

16 length; overall: 

No. of lanes: 2 width: 24' 

525' 

56 

Architectural or decorative features: 

Structural Information 

Subs =ruc •ure 
Material: Concrete and wood 
Foundations •od riles 

• Piers Concre •e 
Abu•men• s 

Cdncre te 

Wings: 
Seats: 

Superstructure: 
Steel Material 

Characteristics, details and members: 
Connections pi•. 

X rigid. 
Top Chords 2 an'•es back to back 
End Posts: 
Bottom chords: ,_•uilt •p section angles and plates 
Pos•S: 2 an•, les back to back 
Diagonals: 
Counters: 

Truss Configuration 

Main span type: Scherzer Single Leaf Bascu!e 

14 '•2" 

Secondary span type: 

Through 

Through/Pony/Deck, Skew 



R-358 

TRUSS BRIDGE SURVEY A•/D INVENTORY FORM 

Geosraphi= Informs=ion 

S=ane: ,Virginia 
Va. Dept. of Highways Distrlc=: Suffolk _; No. 5 

." County: No. 133 
City/Towu: Suffolk.. 
Street/Road: Rts. 10 and 32 
River / S•r•am•Ra•ro•-i•u•. West branch, Nan.s.emo•.i 
U•/KGS Qoor•=•=e• 

Historical !nforma=ion 

A-5 

Photo NumSers 

Color 2:5-12 

Black/white" 13036:2-10 

Formal designation: 
Local designation: Re, id'.s Fe.r, ry Br•g,e 
Des igner 
Builder: Roanoke Iron •d .Br.ida•e Works 
DaLe: 1931 basis for: Dat• •late 
Original owner Vi•inia State Highway Commission 'use Vehicular 

Venzcu fir 

Historical or Technolo•.ical Significance 

Unique/Unusual in i•s time: 

Rare survivor =hough of standard design: Onl• •ony truss sw•ng span observed 
in Virginia survey. 

Typical example of i•s time and a common survivor: 

Other R•marks/Explanation: 
Strengthened with steel beams, no l'onger movabl'e span. 

Nature/Degree of amy destructive threats: 

Reference materials and contemporary photos/illustrations with their respective locations: 

•ecorder: Paula A. C. Spero 
Date: August .23• !978 
Affiliation: Research Council 



•eslgn Information 

Compass orientation of axis: Architectural or decora=ive features: 

No. of spans: $ lenEth; overall: 
Span types 
(1) I-3, Steel beam lanE=h: 
(2) 4, Pony trus, s lenEth: 
(3) 5, Stee.1. beam length: 
(4) lenE=h: 
(5) length: 
(6) ,; length: 

277' 

37' 
129' 
'37' 

No. of lanes: width: 23 
C tO C. 

Structural Information 

Substructure: 
Material: 
Foundations: 
Piers: 
Abur•nents: 

Concrete and timber 
Timber vises 
• colum-ns. 2 column •est •iers, pivot, pier 

Wings: 
Seats: 

Superstructure: 
Material: Steel sources 
Characteristics, details and members: 

Cor•nec•ions pin. 

Top Chords •ls with lacing• top and bo.ttom 
En• •osts: •'cP•nnels '•ith lacin• both' sides 
Bottom chor•s: 2 channels wi•h lacing, to• and bottom 
Posts: 4. an•les' back to bac•, w•tk solid piece rivete• 
Diagonals 
Counters: 

Truss Configuration 

Main span type: Triangular swing span 

Secondary span type" 

Pony 

Through/Pony/Deck, Skew 



R-358 

TRUSS BRIDGE SLq•VEY AND INVENTORY FORM 

Geographic Information 

S =a =e: Virginia 
Va. Dept. of Highways District: Suffolk 
County: 
City/Town: Su•o lk 
S=reet/Road: Rt. 125 

No. 5 

No. 133 

River/S•z•adr••) Nansemond River 
U•M/KGS Coordinates 

His=orical Information 

A-7 

Photo Numbers 

Color 2:12-13 

Black/white•i3036:11-!4 

Formal designation: 
Local d'esisna•ion #1830 
Designer: Harrtng•o•, Howara' &'Ash, consut'ting engineers 
Builder: Attant•c Br•¢e •mpany 
Da•e: •'Z• basis for: •r•ge ptave 
Original owner: Portsmouth-Nansemond •rid•e Corp. use: Vehicular 
Present owner: use" 

Historical or Technological Significance 

Unique/Unusual in its •ime: 

Kate survivor though of s•andard design: Swin• span bri"d•e 
Typical example of its time and a common survivor: 

Other Remarks/Explanati'on: 

Nature/Degree of any destructive threats: 

Reference materials and contemporary photos/illustra•ions with their respective locations: 

Recorder Pauia A. C. S•erd 
Date: A.ugust 23• 2978 Affiliation: Research Council 



A-8 

Design Inf. qrmation 

Compass orientation of axis: 

No. of spans: #I 
Span types 
(i) 59, Steel beams 
(2) I, Steel beam 
(3) I Swin• truss 
(4) 1, Stee'• beam 
(5) 9, Ste•l beams 
(s) 

length; overall: 2,538' 

length: 33' 
length: 35 
length: 20'0' 
length: 35 
length: 33' 

length: 

No. of lanes: width: 20' 
C •O C. 

Architectural or decore=ire features: 

Structural Inf orma=ion 

Substructure: 
M•aterial: 
Foundations: 
Piers: 

Concrete and timber 
•imber plies 
Concrete 

Abutments: Concrete 
Wi•s: 
Sea=s: 

Superstructure: 
Material: Steel 
Characteris=ils, details •d me•nSers: 

Connections: 

Top Chords 
End Posts: 
Bottom chords: 
Posts: 
Diagonals: 

sources 

x rigid. 
2 'ch&nnels with latticing, top and bottom 
2 Channels "•ith latticing, bo•h sides 
2 channel's w•th lacing, both sidms 

-4 a,n•s back to 'ba•k, wi•h lacin• 

Count er s 

Truss Confizuration 

M•in span Triangular (modified) swing span 

13 '-6" 

• 200' 

Secondary span type: 

Through 

Through/Pony/Deek, Skew 



R-358 

TRUSS BRIDGE SURVEY AND INVLNTORY FORM 

Geo$,raphic Information 

State Vir$inia 
Va. Dept. of Highways District: Suffolk No. 5 

,. 
County: No. I$4 
City/Town Virginia Beach •. 
S•reet/Road: •n$o Ferry Road 
River / ••••-••) N. •nding River 
U•/KGS Coordinates 

Historical Information 

A-9 

Photo Numbers: 

Color: 3:10-•8 

Black •3036: 15-20A 

13031-A: 1-7 

Formal designation: 
Local designation 
Des igner 
Builder 
Date: basis for: 
Original owner 
Present owner: Virginia De•t,. of Highways 

use 

use 
Vehicular 

Historical or Technological Significance 

X Unlque/Unusual in its time: _B•tailed• swing span 

Rare survivor though of standard design: 

Typical example of its time and a common survivor: 

Other Remarks/Explanation 
R•loaat•d h•n•. in 19•2 
Was over Elizabeth River on Rt. 17 at Churchla•d, Portsmee•th. 

Nature/Degree of any destructive threats: 

Reference materials an• contemporary photos/illustrations with their respective locations: 

Recorder: Paula A. C. Spero 
Date: Juaust 26:1978 
Affiliation: •s•arch C•ncil 



A-IO 

Design Information 

Compass orientation of axis: 

No. of spans: •.0 
Span types• (i)2, ovee• beam length: 
(2) 2-6• Steel beam length: 
(3) 7, •teel'beam leng=h: 
(4) 8• Steel beam length: 
(5) 9, 6•win• span length: 
(6) 10, Steel beam length: 

length; overall: 475' 

32' 

32 
194' 
32' 

No. of lanes: 2 width: 23' 
c to c. 

Architectural or decorative features: 

S•ructural Information 

•ubstructure 
Material: Concrete and timber 
Foundations: Timber piles (treated and untreated) 
Piers: Bents 
Abutment s Concrete 
Wing s 

Seats 

Superstructure: 
Material: Steel 

sources 
Characteristics, details and memSers: 

Connections: pin. 
X .rigid_. 

Top Chords z"bhannets w•th lacing, both sides. 
End Posts: 2 channels bi•h' •a•'n•., cover plate 
Bottom chords: 2 charm@Is with lacing• both sides 
Posts: I-beams 
Diagonals 
Counters: 

2 chann@ls with lacing, both sTtdes 
$-beams 

Truss Configuration 

Main span type: 9ebtaiied triangular (modified) swing s•an 

Secondary span type: 

Through/••4•S•W 

Through/Pony/Deck, Skew 



R-353 

TRUSS BRIDGE SURVEY AND INVENTORY FORM 

Geosraphi,¢ Information 

State Vir$ini a 
Va. Dept. of Highways Distrlc=: Su•,•oZk 
County: Greensvi l le 
C it y/Town 

No. 5 
No. 40 

Street/Road: Rt. 301 and 1-95 service road 
River/Stream/Railroad (crossing): Three Creek 
U•/KGS Coord£nates: 

Historical Information 

A-II 

Photo Numbers: 

Color: 1"8,9 

Formal designation: 
Local designation: 
Designer: 
Builder: Roanoke Iron & Bridge Work•. 
Date: 1927 basis for: _Date p.l•te 
Original owner: Va._S•ate Highway Commission 
Present owner: Va. Dept. o• Highways 

...; use: pehioular 
use: ve•iculGr 

Historical or Technological Significance 

Unique/Unusual in its time: 

Rare survivor though of s•andard design: 

Typical example of its •ime and a common survivor: 

Other Remarks/Explanation: 

Nature/Degree of any des=ructive threats: 

Reference materials and contemporary photos/illustrations with their respective loca=ions: 

Recorder: Paula A. C. SDero 
Date: August 22, 7978 
Affiliation: Research Council 



A-12 

DesisD Information 

Compass orientation of axis: 
N/S 

No. of spans: l length; overall: 
Span •ypeg: 
(I) Stee• t•xss length: 64' 

(2) length: 
(3) length: 
(4) length: 
(5) length: 
(6) ..; length: 

No. of lanes: 2 width: 23'-0" 
c to c. 

Architectural or decorative features: 

Structural Information 

Subs tru• ture 
Mat er ial: Cohere te 

Foundations 
Piers 
Abutments Cbnerete 
Wings 
Sea=s: 

Super struc ture 
Material Steel sources Bethlehem 
Charac=eris=Ics, details and members 

Connections pin. 
X rigid• 

Top Chords 2 •h'nn'els with cover plate and laci• bars 
End Posts: '2 c•nne• •itn cover ptave and racing bars 
Bottom chords: Z' b•anne•s witE"sta'• prates 
Posts: •-angtes •ac• to oac• w•vh"cont•nuous svay ptave 
Diagonals: 4 "angles badk' •o back wit•' stay p-tate's 
Counters 

Truss Configuration 

Main span type: Triangular 

64' 

i 

Secondary span type: 
T 

Pony 

Through/Pony/Deck, Skew 



R-358 

TRUSS BRIDGE SURVEY AND INVENTORY FORM 

Geosraphi¢ Information 

State: Virginia 
Va. Oept. of Highways District: 
County Southamp ton 
City/Town: 
Street/Road: Rt. 35 
River/Stream/Railroad (crossing): 
UTM/KGS Coordinates: 

Suf£olk• NO. 
No. 

Nottoway River 

Historical Information 

A-!3 

Photo Numbers: 

Color 1:10-18 

Formal designation: 
Local designation 
Designer 
Builder: 
Dab.e: 2928 basis for: ,Date plate on concrete Rost 
Original owner Va. State ,Highway Commission use: Vehicular 
Present owner: Va.De•t. of" •'_ .•hwa•.s use: Yehiculqr 

Historical or Technological Significance 

Unique/Unusual in its time: 

Rare survivor though of standard design: 

Typical example of its time and a common survivor: 

Other Remarks/Explanation 

Nature/Degree of any destructive threats: 

Reference materials and contemporary photos/illustrations with their respective locations: 

Recorder: PauL• A. C. Spero 
Data: Auaust 22. !978 
Affiliation: R•s@arch Council 



•esign Information 

Compass orientation of axis: E/W 

No. of spans: 26 
Span types: 
(i) I-II, Concrete beum length: 
(2) 12-1• Steel truss length: 
(3) 14-26 Concrete be• length: 
(4) length: 
(5) length: 
(6) ,• length: 

length; overall: 905' 

27 :-6" 
122' 
•7'-S'" 

No. of lanes: 2 width: 23'-0" 
c to c. 

Architectural or decorative features': 

Structural Information 

Substructure: 
Material: 
Foundations: 
Piers: 

Concrete and timber 
Precast concrete •il, e,s and' 

a •e,,w, timb, •'r piles 
Concrete 

Abutments: Concrete 
Wings 
Seats: 

Sup er s tru¢ •ur e: 
Material" Stee I 

sources 
Characteristlcs, details and members 

Connections pin. 
X rigid. 

Top Chords 2 channels with cover plates and lacin• bars 
End Posts: 2 chan'•els with cover plate's an• lacing b•ms 

Bottom ¢hord•': 2 cgannel'8 with •tay pla+•es 
Posts: 4-angle8' back to bac• with •tay plates 
Diagonals 
Counters: 

Truss Configuration 

Main span •ype: Triangular (modified) 

• 122' 

Secondary span type: 

Through 

Through/Pony/Deck, Skew 



R-358 

TRUSS BRIDGE SURVEY AND INVENTORY FORM 

Geosraphic Information 

State: Vir$inia 
Va. Dept. of Highways District: 
County: Sussex 
City/Town: 
Street/Road: Rt. 301 
River/Stream/Railroad (crossing): 
UTM/KGS Coordinates: 

Suffolk No. 5 

No. "91 

Nottow.a. • River 

Historical Information 

A-15 

Photo Numbers: 

Color 2 •- 3 

Formal designation: 
Local designation 
Des igner 
Builder 
Da •e basis for: date plate on concrete pos...t 
Original owner ......... State Hi.qhwa• Comm. use: 

Present owner: Virginia Department of Highways use: 

Vehicular 
Vehicular 

Historical or Technological Sisnificance 

Unique/Unusual in. its time: 

Rare survivor though of standard design: 

Typical example of its time and a common survivor: 

Other Remarks/Explanation: 

Nature/Degree of any destructive threats: 

Reference materials and contemporary photos/illustrations with their respective locations: 

Recorder Pauia A. C. Spero 
Date: •.•_.u•t 21, ,1978 
Aff±liation: Research Council 



A-16 

D.esi•n Informal.ion 

compass orientation of axis: N/S 

No. of spans: 4 

Span types: 
(i) Concrete beam 
(2) Steel" truss 
(3) Concrete beam 
(4) Concrete beam 

length; overall: 258' 

length: 38' 
length: ---/02' 
length: 38' 
length: 38' 
length: 
length: 

No. of lanes: 2 width: 23'-0" 
c to c. 

Architectural or decorative features: 

Structural Information 

Subs truc ture 
Materi&l: Concrete and timber 
Foundations Timber piles 
Pier s Concrete 
Abutment s Concrete 
Wing s 
Seats: 

Superstructure 
Material Stee I sources 
Characteristics, details and members: 

Connections pin. 
X rigid• 

Top Chords "'"2 'channels with cover plates and-lacing bars 
End Posts: 2 Chann'els with cover •l'ates and lacin• bars 
Bottom chords': 2 '•hanhels 'with S•ay plates 
Posts: •'•ngle8' back to back wit• continuous stay plate 
Diagonals 
Counters: 

Truss ConfiKuration 

Main span type: Triangular (modified) 

Secondary span type: 

Pony 

Through/Pony/Deck, Skew 



R-358 

TRUSS BRIDGE SURVEY AND INVENTORY FORM 

Geographic Informa=ion 

ScaLe: Vir•inla. 
Va. Dept. of Highways District: 
County: Sussex 
City/Town: 

Suffolk No. 5 

No. 91- 

Street/Road: Rt. 301 
River I S •reamlKailroad (crossing) 
UTM/KGS Coordinates: 

Stony River 

Historical Information 

Photo Numbers 

Color 1"I-3 

A-17 

Formal designa=ion: 
Local d'esignation: 
Des igner 
Builder 
De=e: 1928 'basis for: ",D, ate pla. te on concrete span 
Original owner: V,a.. State Highway Commission 'hs'e: ?eh£cuiar 
Present owner: 

•d. 'Dept'.' "o'f'Highway•' • .' ;use: VehtcuLar 

Historical or Technological Significance 

Unlque/Unusual in i=s time: 

Rare survivor though of s=andard design: 

Typical example of its time and a common survivor: 

Other Remarks/Explana=ion: 

Nature/Degree of any destructive threats: 

Reference materials, and con=emporary photos/illustra=ions with their respective loca=ions: 

Recorder Paula A. C. Spego 
Date: August 21, 1978 
Affiliation: Res•a•ah Counci• 



A-18 

Deslg•n Information 

Compass orientation of axis: N/S 

No. of spans: 
3 leng=h; overall: 

Span types 
(i) Concrete bean length: 
(2) Steel tr•ss length: 
(3) Cg.nqrete beam length: 
(4) length: 
(5) length: 
(6) ,•; length: 

146' 

22: 
92' 
32' 

No. of lanes: 2 width: 23'-0" 
¢ to ¢. 

Archi=eetural or decorative features': 

Structural Information 

SuSstruc•ure: 
Material: 
Foundations: 
Piers: ASu•ments':' 
Wings: 

Concrete and timber 
2'•m•er pi tes 

Coru:• r e te 
Concrete 

Seats: 

S up er struc fur e: 

Mat erlal: Ste e I 
sources 

Characteristics, details and members: 
Connections pin. 

• rigid. 
Top Chords '2 channels with cover ylate and lacin• bars 
End Posts: '2 channels with cover plate and lacing bars 
Bottom chords: .,2.c'hann, els w•th stay plates 
Posts: 'An•,les and continuous stay •ldte 
D•gona•s: 2 •ng'•es wit• st• •lates 

or channels wi{h'stay •lates an• iatt6cin•. 
Count er s 

Truss Configuration 

Main span type: Triangular 

92' 

Secondary span •ype: 

T 

ThrouBh/Pony/Deck, Skew 


